
PBVFOWA: 2021 

Meeting NO:3                     Residents’ Meeting                Date: March 28, 2021 

Location: Platinum Hall, Club House                        Time: 1600 Hrs  

AGENDA:  

1. Welcome by Secretary & Prayer 

2. Introductory Speech by President 

3. Report Card by Secretary 

4. Report Card by various Committees 

5. Open for Questions & Response session 

6. National Anthem and Conclusion 

1. Secretary welcomed and requested the residents to raise for the prayer. 

2. President addressed the gathering with a brief talk. 

3. Secretary declared that 34 people are in the hall.  Entire proceeding was telecast live with xx 

participants thru fb.  The same can be viewed in the following link 

https://www.facebook.com/100000101149827/videos/4356314104381918/  

The Association observed 1 min silence for Late Shri Naganathan from Tower 7, who passed away 

recently. 

Secretary read out the activities for the month of March 2021.  Various Committees also read out 

their performance to the community. Following were the observations/queries: 

Name/Tower Query Response 

Annamalai Vendor Comm to charge more to Food stalls and 
less for others 

Noted 

Usha-20B Heavy leakage and complaints given many times;  Req to provide Comp Nos to Secy 

Annamalai Shaft Inspection and leakage;  
 

 Prestige has not deployed any crew 
for shaft leakages and maintenance. 
 

Ram-19 Solar Panels Nothing has moved reg this. 

Ramesh/ 
Sabarish 

Commissioning Report from PPMS will be done 
only at HOTO  

 

Ram Water charge from Comm to Domestic After obtaining  CC   we will take up. 

17A 
R’krishnan 

Electrical Room is open and HK people keep their 
items inside, not a good practice 
Dust in Basement 

 
Noted 

Usha Reg Charging the Zoomba  Coach Sports committee SK Babu & Ananth 
responded by saying all the external 
coaches coming inside PBV and 
utilising the facilities are being 
streamlined in order to ensure strict 
enforcement of security to residents 
and property. 

T6 - Mathi Every Tower in Podium level, has a granite design 
and this requires cleaning 

It will be taken up. 

Pratap 2A Visitor Parked the vehicle behind 2A. Nirmal, Traffic Comm informed that 
normally visitor’s car should not have 
been locked; however, it was noted 
that the car was parked on the road. 
 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/100000101149827/videos/4356314104381918/


 
 

Q&A Session   
 
 

Mr 
Annamalai 

A committee for Pet & Stray dog regulatory .  
Stressed on the need to have more members to 
discuss in view of recent dog bites issue. 

 

Mr 
Meghanathan 

Suggested to take inputs from the report of 
Traffic committee prepared in 2019. 

 

Ms Marisha Requested the pet owners to cover the dog’s 
mouth with mouth caps. 
Requested the parents to be cautious because 
East OSR is misused by adolescents. 

 

Prepared By:  Seecretary 



  



  



 


